The Digital Imperative/Agenda for an organisation reflects the organisation operation
and plan to leverage information technology to create Advantage. The cumulative
Advantage is reflected in the value it creates from the total resources invested and
the strategic and tactical advantage specifically enabled by leveraging modern
technologies.
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Often we will label the “Digital Agenda” to cover the new and emerging significant
technology enabled changes, such as “The Internet of Things”, “The Cloud”, “Social
Networks” etc., however the Digital Agenda is the totality of the application of every
aspect of technology to creating advantage and value in an organisation and how it is
managed. The management is just as important as emerging technologies can
radically change how and organisation works and what it does, both overall and at a
process/function level.

Digital provides features such as Information, Connectivity, Control etc, which enable
benefits such as productivity, innovation and service levels. A good “Digital Agenda”
strongly links outcomes and benefits to the functions technology provides in a way
that creates greater value to the organisation and its individual stakeholders.
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Using Michael Porter’s Value Chain is a useful and understood foundation model to
assess and plan an organisations Digital Agenda evaluating how Digital technology
can change or improve the organisations value chain and the value created in each
component. The three key dimensions are: 1. Performance, What is the impact on
outputs and outcomes as well as the resources and capabilities required to improve
performance? 2. Pervasivness, How widespread and deep is the adoption , use and
management of technology across the components of the value chain? 3. Culture,
How effective and progressive is the culture across the value chain in enabling the
organisation maximise the leverage of technology strategically and tactically to
create Advantage & Value.
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“The Digital Agenda” it relevance and value cuts across all the value chain
components, it impacts how the value chain components interact and their
interactive value and may have more or less relevance based on current Maturity
and business context and vision.
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In evaluating Digital Maturity we can assess and improve each of the core value
chain components and also where components intersect.
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The focus of assessment and improvement can be at global or specific levels. The key
is definition of the scope for maturity assessment and improvement to create
additional advantage and value. Performance dimensions look at savings in any key
attribute, speed to produce the output and outcome, and satisfaction levels of
stakeholders to the in scope value components under consideration. Are the
functions provided by technology delivering performance, are the benefits enabled
converting to advantage and value being created. Pervasivness value, as it exists and
the potential essentially identify the potential value opportunities. Proficiency and
Practice (Culture) as they exist and as required to increase the pervasivness where
there is performance potential.
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For any organisation integration of the “Digital Agenda” to create Advantage and
value is best managed by using some framework that is integrated into the
organisations strategy, which enables the discussion and execution of changes
which will create the strategic and tactical value improvements.
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